MONOTONY
skewer in cooking. But one's hunger was not always lulled to
sleep by deciding about the menu. When that happened we
would recall the savour of meals eaten at such and such
restaurants in the past. And then it was not long before
memories of exquisite dishes gave place to those of colossal
"gorges'1 enjoyed in childhood. Peter would remember
"high teas" consisting of mountains of sausages with mashed
potatoes, followed by such cake and such chocolate as exist
only at Eton. And I would elaborate on the roscktis with eggs
and bacon I had devoured in Swiss inns after ski-ing tours.
Slalom had all my sympathy at such times. For he too was
hungry and would snap at an odd blade of dried grass as we
went along. It was hard that he should have to trample on
food, that I gave him no time to gratify his appetite.
At midday we halted, made tea or cocoa and had it with
tsamba. I might also have the distraction of plucking a grey
goose or a brown duck. After riding through deserted regions
for a day or two the sight of a camel's hump showing above a
bush would suddenly give me the sense of returning to a
civilized country.
Getting Nearer.
Li was kneading flour to make mien when a group of well-
dressed Mongols came to call. We were in the midst of our
smiles to each other when one of them, admiring my frying-
pan, uttered the Russian word kharacho, meaning "good."
Here in the depths of the Tsaidam he could have learned it
only from Borodishin, the one foreigner in the country. We
were approaching our goal.
But there was still a plain to be crossed, a plain of earth that
was as grey, flat and bare as the sea. It was a cloudless morn-
ing and I felt myself at peace with the world, asking myself
what could be as satisfying in a perfectly empty immensity.
The next day we were at the middle of a patch of vegetation
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